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Under the Hood of Real-Time Solutions
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The Core Engine for Real-time Healthcare Intervention
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Many systems and vendors have tried
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Think of all the false-positive

"alerts" that were created when DrugDrug Interaction alerts in Pharmacy
systems came online over the past 10
years.

Think of all the clinically

irrelevant laboratory result "out of
range" alerts that are still part of
Laboratory information systems.
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Under the Hood of cNLP
Advances in probabilistic context-free grammar research and technology allows
us to train a parser on a tree bank (gold-standard corpus with annotated
sentences as to their constituencies; includes the phrase structure of a sentence).
Through this process we can better recognize the syntax of a clinical sentence
and map it to the semantics that we desire for the cNLP application (e.g.
automated CDI alerts to increase specificity of terms for ICD10 coding).
Figure 1: 2 Variations of constituency parsing on a clinical sentence
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Dependency Parsing recognizes the syntax of a clinical sentence and begin to
map it to the semantics that are required. The verb becomes the root or head of
the sentence and dependency relationships are discovered between the root and
the other concepts in the sentence. For example, "reports" becomes the root of
"Patient reports allergy to Penicillin and albuterol". The dependency approach to
parsing allows for a better job on accuracy due to its improved recall and
precision.
Figure 2: Dependency parsing of the same clinical sentence as in Figure 1
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Software Design to Support A Range of Products Across Workflows
and EHR Implementation Stages
Since Hiteks is solely focused on cNLP solutions and not distracted from speechengine technology (which is a completely different type of engineering), it has
purposefully developed a range of products, applications, and services that span
the different stages and levels of real-time text processing. No matter where a
health system is in its lifecycle of analytics or EHR workflow, Hiteks has a set of
solutions that is optimized for and scalable to meet your future clinical intervention
needs at your own pace.

Real-Time Solutions require an architecture that

includes scalable and modular design as shown in the Hiteks design, shown here:

Real-Time Solutions Engine Architecture and Modular Design
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